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(Un)Familiar

by Mary Bucci McCoy

Carol McMahon collects quotidian objects—furniture,
toys, dolls and their furniture, and other accoutrements
of home and childhood—discarded by others. She
brings these remnants of domesticity to her studio,
where she orders the objects and works surrounded
by them, spread out so that she can see all that she
has amassed. From this array she selects objects to
engage with through intuitive, improvisational creative
play that might include cutting the objects up, taking
them apart, reorienting them in space, painting, and
assembling them.
In these found objects McMahon discovers, rather
than a bland mass-produced anonymity, the energetic spirit of the people who made, owned, used,
and handled them. When she works with an object
she engages not just with its physical but also its intangible qualities, and in turn as she works her own
energy is added. When she describes her collected
objects as the equivalent of paint for a painter—a
palette of raw materials that can be manipulated to
create an image or an effect—it is not just the physical, functional or narrative attributes of the objects
that form her vocabulary.
McMahon’s family moved every few years throughout her childhood, repeatedly recreating themselves
in each new home they moved to; in that sense their
being a family was a creative act, and the moves a
part of it. As McMahon settled into each new home
and unpacked her possessions, she would discover
that beloved toys had disappeared, her mother having
decided which toys should be kept and which toys
discarded with the move. As a result of her repeated experiences of the familiar disappearing and lack
of control over the things that mattered to her, she

learned to not become especially attached to things.
And in adulthood, saving things and knowing what
she has are important to her.
When McMahon takes apart one of her objects—
when, for instance, she removes the “pelt” of a
mechanical plush animal—she does so to discover
and expose what is hidden, eliminating illusions in
both a literal and figurative sense. It is her way of
addressing childhood through straightforwardness,
working from the viewpoint that it is better for things
to be out in the open than hidden.
Multiple tensions in McMahon’s work exclude the
possibility of sentimentality. Her affinity for objects
that are clumsy or awkward rather than graceful or
elegant, coupled with her frequent spatial reorientation of familiar objects, gives her work a feeling of
dislocation: things are simultaneously familiar and
unfamiliar, comfortable and uncomfortable. And
when she purposefully negates the functionality of
objects by actions such as binding or nailing—whether that negation is visible to the viewer or not—the
actions are deliberate, specific and necessary. They
become part of the energy of the piece.
McMahon often unifies assembled objects into
a whole by painting them white. This amplifies the
presence of the unpainted or colored elements of a
piece, while simultaneously creating a ghostly, notquite-present feeling. And as the whiteness partially
erases the physical characteristics of the objects,
the shadows cast by the work further dissolve the
solidity of the work, suggesting a process of purification, dissolution, and letting go.
Mary Bucci McCoy is a Boston-based painter who exhibits
nationally. She frequently writes about art for publication.
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Home Front, 2013
found wooden doll house,
gesso, acrylic
45” x 24” x 24”
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Rescue Remedy, 2013
found wooden footstool,
needlepoint, gesso, acrylic
13” dia. x 10”

Brewing Time Varies, 2013
found corner shelf, found wedding cake
top, fabric scraps, fluff, gesso, acrylic
18” x 25” x 17”
left

Brewing Time Varies (detail)
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Installation view
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No Hat Trees, 2013
found wooden doll’s chair,
hat tree arms, wood, felt,
gesso, acrylic
67” x 8” x 8”
(including pedestal)

Standard and Microwave, 2013
wood box, found dolls, cotton fluff,
found Steiff rabbits, gesso, acrylic
14” x 12” x 3”

Perfectly Portable, 2013
found Hasbro pig, canvas, wood frame,
found book, stuffed toy parts, twine, found
wood box, gesso, acrylic
51” x 11” x 11”
(inlcuding pedestal)

Thank You Notes, 2013
wood panels, wood boxes, canvas, fabric, gesso, acrylic
11” x 64” x 6”
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Adjust to Suit Your Taste, 2013
foam core mounted on wood
stretcher, found wooden
table, gesso, acrylic, hook,
found painted wood piece
8’ x 33” x 37”
right

Symptom Relief, 2013
found wooden cabinet with
mirror, found hammer,
pedestal, gesso
32” x 22” x 10”
(including pedestal)

The Age of Un-Reason
Bromfield Gallery, Boston, MA
2011
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Nothing’s Fixed, 2011
found bookshelf, found picture frame, found book covers, paper, string, gesso, acrylic
22” x 22” x 6”

Installation view

Blackie and Green Stamps Book, 2010
found stuffed animal, green stamps,
canvas, gesso, acrylic
10” x 6” x 10”

Installation views

Pardon My Dust, 2011
wood shelf, wood panels and wooden stretcher bars,
cardboard, paper, gesso and acrylic
95” x 30” x 18”

BIO
Carol McMahon was born in California and grew up
in the Hawaiian Islands. She later came to the Boston area where she attended the School of Fine Arts
at Boston University and earned a BFA in painting.
McMahon has shown her work in numerous group
exhibitions at venues including the Duxbury Art
Complex Museum, Duxbury, MA; the DeCordova
Sculpture Park and Museum, Lincoln, MA; the Danforth Art Museum, Framingham, MA; the Museum
of Art and Design, New York, NY; the Creative Arts
Workshop, New Haven, CT; Levinson Kane Gallery,
Boston, MA; and room83spring, Watertown, MA.

Pink Flesh, 2013
found wood, acrylic
5.5” x 3”

In 2010, she joined the Bromfield Gallery, Boston,
MA, where she has had two solo shows, both of which
received positive attention in the Boston press.
McMahon’s work is included in private and public
collections including the Gillette Company, Tufts New
England Hospital, and the New Britain Museum of
American Art.
She currently lives in the Boston area and has a
studio at the Lincoln Studios in Waltham, MA.
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